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DIRECTIONS 

  

This is the amusing and funny section of our work. Strict care shall 

be taken that nothing indecent or obscene is introduced. There is 

abundant opportunity for clean wholesome fun without descending 

to coarseness and vulgarity. Tall Cedarism stands for hearty 

recreation and genuine diversion of a wholesome character which 

leaves no nasty taste. While it is true that some of our proceedings 

are rather uproarious and could hardly be called dignified, we 

should keep within such bounds that we need not be ashamed to 

ask any member of the Fraternity to become a Tall Cedar. 

 

The selected ones should be dressed in grotesque garments with 

funny masks or gaudy makeup, etc., being careful to avoid 

indecency or vulgarity. No Candidate will be subjected to anything 

of an unusually rigorous nature during any part of this Degree 

work. 

It is neither necessary nor desirable for the Grand Tall Cedar to go 

on the floor during the working of the Degree. However, he should 

exercise strict supervision over what is being done. He shall 

promptly stop anything which oversteps proper bounds. 

 

 

 

SIDONIAN DEGREE (Dramatization) 
 

(Candidates shall be in the charge of the Forest Guide or Chief 

Sidonian and should be seated either to the side or other place in 

the front of the room. A list of those who are physically able to be 

taken through the stunts should be prepared in advance and given 

to the Grand Tall Cedar, Chief Sidonian and/or person in charge of 

the Degree.) 
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CHIEF SIDONIAN: Brother Guide, you will bring the candidates 

before the Altar. 

 

(When candidates are assembled) 

 

You must take the Sidonian obligation, but a few of you have been 

selected for personal and individual instruction as Overseers of the 

Workmen. As your names are called, the following Cedars will step 

forward for examination. 

 

(Grand Tall Cedar or Chief Sidonian reads the list of names. The 

chosen Cedars come forward and arrange themselves before him.) 

 

Tall Cedars, you have been singly honored in being the chosen ones 

upon whom will be exemplified the striking ceremonies of the 

Sidonian Degree. 

 

(A few amusing features may be introduced here by reading fake 

telegrams and letters referring to the selected ones before him. 

These messages purport to come from wives and friends and are 

full of harmless but funny personal allusions such as boasts they 

have made that they are not afraid, that they hope they will get their 

money's worth, talking in their sleep, etc.) 

 

CHIEF SIDONIAN: You will now retire to the anteroom for the 

honors that await you. 

 

(Those remaining will be seated.) 

 

CHIEF SIDONIAN: Brother Grand Tall Cedar, while our "special" 

candidates are being prepared, I will return your gavel. 
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(The chosen ones exit with the Chief Sidonian or person delegated 

for the job.  Those remaining should be in charge of the Forest 

Guide.) 

 

CHIEF SIDONIAN: (In slow and solemn tones) Brother Guide, 

what is the meaning of this funeral procession? What is the reason for 

this solemn, doleful music? 

  

GUIDE: Brother Chief Sidonian, there is a meaning and a good 

reason. I know of no other appropriate manner to bring them in, for 

they are dead ones. 

 

CHIEF SIDONIAN: Alas, it is too true. They look like dead ones. 

They walk like dead ones. They are dead ones. And although we hate 

to do it, it is out manifest duty to put some new life into these dead 

bones. Brother Guide, lead them on again and see if you can bring 

them back to life. 

 

 (Lively music begins--like "Hot Time in the Old Town"--and the 

candidates are hurried around the Forest at a lively gait, amid great 

noise and cries of "Step High," etc. When they are in front of the 

Chief Sidonian they are halted again.) 

 

GUIDE: (In solemn tones) Take off your shoes, lest you defile this 

venerable Lodge of Sidonians. 

 

(Shoes are taken off and thrown in a heap in the center of the 

room. If it is thought best, especially in the winter season, taking off 

the shoes may be omitted. The candidates shall then be placed in 

line before the Chief Sidonian.) 
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CHIEF SIDONIAN: Brother Guide, where did you gather up this 

collection of bums and ragamuffins? Why have you dared to bring 

these hoboes and scalawags into this venerable Lodge of Sidonians? 

 

GUIDE: Brother Chief Sidonian, I know their appearance is 

forbidding and they do not look like Brothers but I can assure you 

these are Tall Cedars who desire to be instructed in the secrets of the 

Sidonians and to learn the skill to hew timber. 

 

CHIEF SIDONIAN: How do you know that they are Tall Cedars? 

 

GUIDE: Because they are in possession of the Secret Work and the 

Password. 

 

CHIEF SIDONIAN: Let them give the Hewing Sign. (All the 

candidates give the sign.) Let them give the Password. (All 

candidates give Password.) The Sign and Password are correct. This 

shows us how easy it is to be mistaken, for appearances are often 

deceiving. Young Cedars, do you desire to be taught our secrets? 

 

CANDIDATES: (In a very loud voice.) You bet. 

 

 (This answer is to be given by the candidates only. Members 

remain silent.) 

 

CHIEF SIDONIAN: Do you want to learn the skill to hew timber? 

 

CANDIDATES: You bet. 

 

CHIEF SIDONIAN: Do you want all that is coming to you? 

 

CANDIDATES: You bet. 
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CHIEF SIDONIAN: Will you take it as we give it? 

 

CANDIDATES: You bet. 

 

CHIEF SIDONIAN: Do you have your nerve with you? 

 

CANDIDATES: You bet. 

 

CHIEF SIDONIAN: Are you as stupid as you look? 

 

CANDIDATES: You bet. 

 

CHIEF SIDONIAN: Are your heads made of wood? 

  

CANDIDATES: You bet. 

 

CHIEF SIDONIAN: Such being the case, it is high time you were 

taken in hand. You are surrounded by Sidonians who are skilled in 

cutting wood and it is clearly necessary that your wooden heads 

should be well trimmed at this time. Moreover, you must again give 

us your promise. You have been obligated as Tall Cedars, by a 

solemn and lasting obligation which must always be regarded most 

seriously and sacredly. Now, you are to take another obligation which 

will be binding only in a Lodge of Sidonians and only while you are 

taking it. Brother Guide, assemble all candidates for obligation. Raise 

both hands and in a loud voice repeat after me. (Hands should be 

raised no longer then 20-30 seconds.  Liberties may be taken with 

the Degree, such as the introduction of localisms, etc., in order to 

promote an air of comedy.) 
 

I -- (Your name) --in the presence of this Lodge of Sidonians,--

created for the trimming of blockheads,--and now assembled for that 

express purpose, --do hereby show my full assent--and give my 
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hearty thanks--for what I am about to receive. (Candidates arms 

should be lowered at this time.) 
 

MOREOVER--I promise-that I will not show the white feather-but 

will take all that is coming to me--like a little man. 

 

MOREOVER--I promise--that I will lend a brother Sidonian--a sum 

not exceeding--thirty cents--if I have no other use for it. 

 

MOREOVER--I promise-that I will not marry any widow--grass or 

sod--or the mother-in-law of any Sidonian--without her full consent. 

 

MOREOVER--I promise--that at any free feed--I will not eat or 

drink--more than my skin will hold. 

 

MOREOVER--I promise--that when I am in the company of 

Sidonians--or visit a Lodge of Sidonians-I will endeavor to conduct 

myself--as a perfect Sidonian. 

 

MOREOVER--I promise--that three times a year--on New Year's 

Day--my wedding anniversary-and my mother-in-law's birthday--at 

the dead hour of midnight--I will rise from my bed--put on my 

slippers-my Pyramid--and a smile--will parade up and down             

Street--and will climb to the top of (some high place)--and there, with 

the icy winds of winter--blowing around my manly form--will raise 

my face to the skies--stretch forth my hands to the stars (candidates 

shall raise arms). 

 

MOREOVER--finally I promise--that I will not forget the words of 

this obligation--as long as I remember them--and in token of my 

submission-I kneel on both knees (candidates shall kneel)--bow my 

face to the ground--and in this helpless position-call for Succor-from 
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the great Sidonian Saints--O Saints hear us!--O Saints help us! -- Lift 

up thy mighty arms--O great Saints-Knock-us and Whack-us. 

  

CHIEF SIDONIAN: Brother Sidonians, the great Saints have 

evidently heard and answered your call for Succor. They stretched 

forth their mighty arms and found an easy mark. We know that you 

enjoyed it. But more is still to follow. The best is yet to come. You 

will now retire to the anteroom and return for further instructions and 

will do strictly as you are told. 

 

(The selected ones shall now retire to the anteroom. The others 

shall be seated to the side in the charge of the Guide.) 

 

CHIEF SIDONIAN: Grand Tall Cedar, I return your gavel. 

 

(If necessary, the Preceptor will return the Alter and bible to the 

proper place in the meeting room with the bible open at First Kings, 

Chapter 5. If there are to be stunts, the Grand Tall Cedar closes the 

Forest in the proper form. If there are not to be any stunts, the 

Grand Tall Cedar will end the degree.) 

 

(When stunts are to be had skip to Stunts.) 

 

GRAND TALL CEDAR: (To the Candidates) Will you try to bring 

in Saplings? 

  

CANDIDATES: You bet. 

 

GRAND TALL CEDAR: Will you help us give them what you got? 

 

CANDIDATES: You bet. 
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GRAND TALL CEDAR: It is well. I congratulate you on being 

good sports and having such willing spirits. You are now full-grown 

Sidonians. You may retire to the anteroom and return when you are 

properly clothed. 

 

END OF DEGREE 
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STUNTS (OPTIONAL) 
 

GRAND TALL CEDAR: Chief Sidonian, take charge for stunt part 

of the program. 

 

During the stunts, care should be taken not to be too rough. The 

use of electric current is NOT approved. Some, even unknown to 

themselves, are physically unable to endure a shock and a serious 

accident might result which would be a great detriment to Tall 

Cedarism everywhere. 

 

A CAREFUL OR PHYSICAL EXAMINATION BY A DOCTOR 

SHOULD BE MADE PRIOR TO THE STUNTS. THE WORD 

OF THE CANDIDATE MUST BE TAKEN. 

 

The stunt is OPTIONAL as directed by the Grand Tall Cedar, in 

order to tie in with prevailing conditions in the Forest. If a stunt is 

performed, it MUST be very clean and provide nothing which 

might be interpreted by a candidate as degrading. 

 

NO candidate will be REQUIRED to be a candidate for any stunt. 

Candidate participation is voluntary. The ones who volunteer will 

be dressed carefully to avoid indecency or vulgarity. Hoodwinks will 

be used. Other than regular Fraternal hoodwinks will NOT be 

used. 

If a stunt is performed, it MUST be very clean and provide nothing 

which might be interpreted by a candidate as degrading. 

 

The dramatization of stunts is encouraged, but should be 

exemplified on Tall Cedars who are current members of the Forest. 

It is important that the stunts should not be continued too long or 

repeated. A short, quick snappy succession of stunts is very funny 

but the same stunts over and over become very tiresome to those 
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looking on. Too many different stunts should not be used at one 

meeting. Don't show everything you have. Save some for next time. 

Many a good meeting has been spoiled by long stunts. Stop while 

they want more and they will come back. Five to ten minutes is 

sufficient for the stunts. Aim for variety and novelty. 
 

CHIEF SIDONIAN: Grand Tall Cedar, I return your gavel. 

 

(If necessary, the Preceptor will return the Alter and bible to the 

proper place in the meeting room with the bible open at First Kings, 

Chapter 5. If there are to be stunts, the Grand Tall Cedar closes the 

Forest in the proper form. If there are not to be any stunts, the 

Grand Tall Cedar will end the degree.) 

 

GRAND TALL CEDAR: (To the Candidates) Will you try to bring 

in Saplings?  

 

CANDIDATES: You bet. 

 

GRAND TALL CEDAR: Will you help us give them what you got?  

 

CANDIDATES: You bet. 

 

GRAND TALL CEDAR: It is well. I congratulate you on being 

good sports and having such willing spirits. You are now full-grown 

Sidonians. You may retire to the anteroom and return when you are 

properly clothed. 

 

END OF DEGREE 


